Computing in nature as is the case with the human brain is an emerging research area in theoretical computer science. The present paper's aim is to explore biological neural cell processes of interest and to model them with foundational concepts of computer science. We have started by discovering and studying certain primitive symbolic neural operations of neuron functions, and we have formalized them with Lindenmayer (L) systems.
Introduction
So far, the investigation of computing and learning in neural systems, or neural computation, with a good number of theoretical contributions, has been dominated by approaches from theoretical physics, information theory, and statistics [5] .
Our research interest in biological neural systems is mainly focused on exploring symbolic models of neural systems through the foundations of computer science. More precisely, we attempt to explore the architecture of biological neural systems by modeling and simulating neural processes (as realistic ones as possible) with existing language-theoretic devices and bio-inspired computing techniques. We have investigated the modeling of neural processes studying, for the moment, the behavior of a single neuron concerning both its structure and some functions, as in
In the present paper, we explore the potentialities of Lindenmayer (L) systems for the study of neural processes, particularly impulse transmission and propagation through myelinated axon and axonal terminal tree of the neuron. We show that PD0L language sequences and length sequences of PD0L languages are thus generated.
The common features shared by L systems and neural systems, both of them having distributed architectures and working in a massively parallel manner, are a good starting point for the designing of symbolic models.
Preliminaries
We briefly mention next some notions, notations, and results from L systems as well as some biological neural phenomena that will be used throughout the paper.
Biological Neural Systems
The basic transmitting unit in the nervous system is brain cells, so called neurons
The neuron is not one homogeneous integrative unit but is (potentially) divided in many sub-integrative units, each one with the ability of mediating a local synaptic output to another cell or a local electro-tonic output to another part of the same cell.
Neurons are considered to consist of three main parts: a soma, the main part of the cell where the genetic material is present and life functions take place; a dendrite tree, the branches of the cell from where the impulses come in; and an axon, the branch of the neuron over which the impulse (or signal) is propagated. The branches present at the end of the axons are called terminal trees. An axon can be provided by a structure composed by special sheaths. These sheaths are involved in molecular and structural modifications of axons needed to propagate impulse signals rapidly over long distances. The impulse in effect jumps from node to node, and this form of propagation is therefore called saltatory conduction. There is a gap between neighboring myelinated regions that is known as the node of Ranvier, which contains a high density of voltagegated Na + channels for impulse generation. When the transmitting impulses reach the node of Ranvier or junction nodes of dendrite and terminal trees, or the end bulbs of the trees, it causes the change in polarization of the membrane. The change in potential can be excitatory (moving the potential toward the threshold) or inhibitory (moving the potential away from the threshold).
The complexity revealed by modern research has widened with several new concepts. One of them is that the postsynaptic terminal may send retrograde signals to the presynaptic terminal. Because of this, the synapse can be viewed as having a bidirectional nature.
More details about neural biology can be found in [11].
Lindenmayer Systems
In 1968, A. Lindenmayer introduced a formalism for modeling and simulating the development of multicellular organisms [4] , subsequently named L systems. This formalism was closely related to the theory of automata and formal languages, and immediately attracted the attention of computer scientists [10] . The development of the theory of L systems was followed by its application to the modeling of plants. After a vigorous initial research period, some of the resulting language families, notably the families of D0L, 0L, DT0L, E0L and ET0L languages, emerged as fundamental ones. Indeed, nowadays the fundamental L families constitute a
